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Agenda
Introduction to EAP Course Design

Needs Analysis

• Situation and Context

• Learner Characteristics

Backwards Course Design

• Setting learning outcomes

• Planning assessments

• Sequencing into units

Plan learning experiences

• Presentation

• Controlled Practice

• Communicative Practice



Poll: Which of these do you start with 
when you design a new course?

• The textbook

• The course objectives

• Activities

• Assessments

• Weekly Units



Issues with Course Design

“If you don't know exactly where you are headed 
then any road will get you there.” (Wiggins and 

McTighe, 2005, p. 14)

• EAP courses that are designed only around a textbook or 
certain activities can lack focus and purpose.

• Students don’t get a sense of what’s important and how it all 
fits together



Poll: L2 Writer Differences

• What are some ways learners might differ in different L2 writing
contexts?

• How might L2 writer differences affect English language teaching and 
learning?



Needs Assessment

Needs Assessment is the “gathering and interpreting 

information about a particular [group] in an institutional 

setting. In education, [it] focuses on learners’ needs… needs 

are translated into learning objectives, …[then] … teaching 

materials, learning activities, tests, program strategies” (Ferris 

and Hedgcock, 2018, p. 149)

When planning for a new EAP second language writing course, conduct 

a needs assessment  (interviews, observations, surveys)



Target Situation Analysis

What should the course prepare students to do? In what context?

• Disciplinary knowledge, and interpersonal communication skills

• Literacy events, purposes for writing, topics, and intended audiences

• Genres, register, and language necessary for writing



Practical Constraints Analysis

• Class hours and instructional time

• Student and teacher access to materials, technology, 

space, etc.

• Institutional and program constraints

• Classroom size and seating



Questions to Ask Administrators 
and Other Teachers

• What are the learning outcomes for the course?

• Is there a textbook?

• What do students want to be able to do with English?

• How long have they been studying? What level are they?

• What were their previous learning experiences?

• What type of instruction are they used to (lecture, group work, rote 
memorization, critical thinking, etc.)?

• What does the classroom look like (chairs, tables, technology)?

• Are there ‘taboo’ topics or cultural ‘no-nos’?



Necessities, Lacks, and Wants 
(Nation and MacAlister, 2010)

Conduct a necessities, lacks and wants analysis of student L2 writers

• Necessities

• What knowledge and skills, do students need to master to complete 

relevant literacy tasks?

• Lacks

• What do they know? What do they lack?

• Wants

• What do students want to learn? What are their expectation?  



Surveying Your Students

• Age, Education, languages 
and cultural backgrounds

• Level of English proficiency

• Level of writing skill

• Purpose for Learning English

• Expectations for the class

• Goals, interests, attitudes 
toward learning



Student 
Information 

Sample



Common European Framework of Reference 
for Languages (CEFR)

https://www.coe.int/en/web/common-european-framework-reference-languages/table-1-cefr-3.3-common-reference-levels-global-scale


Diagnostic Assessment of 
Language Skills for Writing

• Example from an undergraduate ESL academic writing course

• Purpose: To assess student editing and language skills for writing



Diagnostic Assessment of Writing Skills

• Example from an undergraduate Multilingual Composition course

• Purpose: To assess student writing skills



Poll: What information would be most 
useful for a course you might teach?



Backwards Course Design: Principles

• Curriculum is planned backwards from desired results to evidence to 

learning plan

• Purposeful thinking about the course

• Goal of learning is to deepen student understanding

• Leads to standards-based instruction

• Learning is developmental; explaining interpreting applying, shifting 

perspectives,  empathizing,  and self assessing

• Teaching is coaching for understanding



Backwards Course Design: Process

• Identify the desired results by prioritizing goals

• What knowledge, skills, abilities will students need?

• Determine acceptable evidence of learning

• What assessment to collect as evidence of learning?

• Plan learning experiences and instruction

• What activities to cultivate?

• What needs to be taught? And how?



Step 1: Establish Learning Outcomes



Writing Course Objectives (SWBATs)

• A course objective says what you want Ss to know or be able to do (SWBATs).

• Good objectives are specific, measurable attainable, realistic, and time-bound (SMART).

Students will be able to (SWBATs)

• Read and comprehend materials written for [English speakers] when the topic and language are 

familiar; 

• Read simple materials independently, but may have to guess at meanings of longer or more 

complex material; 

• Write short notes, uncomplicated personal and business letters, brief journals, and short reports; 

• Write brief analyses of more complex content when given the opportunity for organization and 

advance preparation, though errors may occur more frequently. (Graves, 2000, pp. 242– 243)



Poll:

Which of these course objectives is the SMARTest?

1. Ss Will Be Able To categorize new vocabulary.

2. Ss Will Be Able To correctly identify new vocabulary depicted by 
pictures on individual flashcards..

3. Ss Will Be Able To express what each member of their family does 
during vacation by substituting subjects and verbs in guided, open-ended 
sentences.



Step 2: Choose Appropriate Assessments



Types of Assessments

Different assessments give different information about student learning

Assessments are on a continuum

Performance 
tasks

Academic 
Prompts

Quizzes / 
Tests

Observation 
/ Dialogues

Informal 
Checks 
(CATs)



Sample Writing Assessment

• Example 1: Academic Prompt

• Ss write paragraph(s) in 
response to a writing prompt. 
The teacher scores for content, 
organization, word choice, 
sentence structure, and 
mechanics (punctuation, 
capitalization, spelling).

• Example 2: Performance Task

• Ss complete a writing project 
and are assessed on multiple 
activities. Activities can include 
lists/mind maps, project 
prospectus or outlines, multiple 
drafts, peer reviews, student-
teacher conferences, teacher 
feedback, final evaluation, and 
self-assessment.



Poll

• Which assessment would be best for checking student progress?



Step 3: Plan Learning Experiences



Planning EAP Course Units

Writing courses can be organized around text types or genres, rhetorical school-based modes of 

writing, language functions

• Use Course Objectives and Assessments to divide the course into units

• For Each Unit:

• Write learning outcomes

• Include a written text assignment with an appropriate theme

• Include models with similar themes, communicative purposes, and rhetorical styles

• Teach writing strategies and language for writing

• Use composing processes (pre-writing, multi-drafting, feedback)



Sample Unit: Undergraduate 
EAP writing course



Poll: Survey
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Teacher Resources
• Backwards Course Design, McTighe and Associates

• Access UbD templates and teacher resources for backwards design

• Bloom’s Taxonomy: Teacher Toolkit, Centre for Evidence-Based 
Medicine, University of Oxford
• Action verbs and questions for planning course objectives

• Student Information Survey, Composition Course, Boston University
• Collecting information about your students on the first day of class

• Classroom Assessment Techniques (CATs)
• Quick informal checks for formative assessment 

• Transparency in Teaching and Learning (TILT)
• How to build transparency about purpose, outcomes and tasks for unites and 

learning activities

https://jaymctighe.com/resources/
https://www.cebm.net/wp-content/uploads/2016/09/Blooms-Taxonomy-Teacher-Planning-Kit.pdf
https://www.bu.edu/cas/files/2015/06/FY101-Student-Information-Sheet.pdf
https://www.ncicdp.org/documents/Assessment%20Strategies.pdf
https://tilthighered.com/tiltexamplesandresources

